Wildfires in Grasslands and Shrublands: A Review of Impacts on Vegetation, Soil, Hydrology, and Geomorphology
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Abstract: Wildfires are prevalent in grasslands and shrublands. The objective of this study is to provide land managers with a general overview, by assessing the main impacts of wildfire, including those on plant communities (e.g., secondary succession and species invasion), soil characteristics (e.g., water repellency (hydrophobicity), aggregation and structure stability, and contents of organic carbon and nutrients), and surface processes (e.g., ash deposition, ground surface clogging, water runoff, soil erosion, hillslope debris flow, and dry ravel). Additionally, the study discusses the effects of livestock grazing on the functioning of post-fire grasslands and shrublands. Although mesic regions are mentioned, this review focuses on drylands. The comparatively low-to-moderate fuel loads that characterize grasslands and shrublands generate wildfires of relatively moderate intensity, resulting in moderate burn severity. Yet, it seems that because of decreased soil aggregate stability following burning, the hoof action of livestock that access burnt lands shortly after the fire increases the shearing and detachment of mineral material from the ground surface; this increases soil erodibility, with the possible risk of accelerated land degradation. The review ends with an assessment of general implications for environmental sustainability and health, and provides recommendations on wildfire control in rangelands, and on restoration of burnt lands.
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1. Introduction

Grasslands and shrublands are important for the conservation of floral and faunal biodiversity. Also, they provide a wide range of additional ecosystem services, including carbon sequestration, flood control, soil erosion mitigation, and pasture for livestock [1]. Grasslands and steppes are defined as ecosystems with a tree density of up to 10 trees ha$^{-1}$. Shrublands have been characterized as ecosystems with shrub or sub-shrub densities of at least 30% cover, plus tree densities of up to 10 trees ha$^{-1}$ [2]. Therefore, the shrubland definition includes garigue, phrygana, chaparral, brush, maquis, and scrub [3]. These lands are vulnerable to increasing anthropogenic pressures, including infrastructures, rural or urban construction, agriculture, and forestry. These disturbances can degrade ecosystems, specifically, through the fragmentation of spatial connectivity, which is needed for the healthy existence of complex systems [4]. One of the major factors that affect grasslands and shrublands across the world is wildfires [5], Figure 1. Although some studies consider wildfires as a disturbance, this article stresses that fires are an important ecological factor that fill crucial roles and functions in grasslands and rangelands [6].
Among the main factors that determine the behavior of fires, the most important is the fuel load quantity and quality. In this regard, greater quantities of fuel elevate the fire’s burning potential, and long dry periods enhance flammability and increase probability of wildfires in these ecosystems. Compared to forests, the availability of fuel in grasslands and shrublands is low; however, this fuel is very dry. Therefore, fire intensity in these lands is relatively low [7], but fires spread fast. Quantities of available fuel in grasslands and shrublands range between 2–10 Mg ha$^{-1}$, all of which is burnt during a typical wildfire. In comparison, the quantity of available fuel in woodlands and forests ranges between 10–50 Mg ha$^{-1}$ and 200–1500 Mg ha$^{-1}$, respectively, of which only 5–95% and 5–25%, respectively, is burnt during a typical wildfire. Prevailing meteorological conditions during a fire dictate fire behavior, in particular, wind velocity and direction, and relative air humidity. In this regard, four ranges of wind velocity have been defined: (1) weak: < 10 km h$^{-1}$; (2) moderate: 10–20 km h$^{-1}$; (3) strong: 20–30 km h$^{-1}$; and (4) extreme: > 30 km h$^{-1}$. Four ranges of relative air humidity have also been defined: (a) very low: < 10%; (b) low: 10–20%; (c) moderate: 20–30%; and (d) high: > 30%. The likelihood of wildfires increases as the wind velocity increases and relative air humidity decreases [8].

Among the meteorological conditions, the air temperature has the smallest direct effect on the probability of wildfires [8]. Yet, the heat released during wildfires might form a positive feedback by drying the near-surface vegetation at the fire front, thereby expanding the burnt area and increasing the burn severity [7]. In addition, topography is another important determinant of fire development. Overall, the steeper the hillslope incline, the faster the fire front can advance uphill. Three ranges of hillslope incline have been defined: (i) gentle: < 10%; (ii) medium: 10–30%; and (iii) steep: > 30%. Dry channels can behave as fire corridors (even in the direction opposite to the wind), whereas watershed lines tend to stop the advancement of the fire front. The combination of large quantities of dry fuel and ‘suitable’ meteorological and topographic conditions constitutes a ‘promising recipe’ for wildfires [8].

Fires are frequently caused by humans. Although some fires may be ignited accidentally, others are a deliberate management practice (prescribed fires), in which the land managers can achieve specific goals, for example, sustaining plant diversity by maintaining a certain frequency of fires [7]. Some fires are started by arsonists. For example, in Israel, about one-third of wildfires between 2012 and 2015 fit this definition [9]. Such ignitions, mostly of forests, have been named pyro-terrorism, and have occurred in other countries as well, including Greece [10] and Spain. The threat of pyro-terrorism has also been reported for Estonia [11] and the United States [12].
The following terms are important for discussing wildfires. Fire intensity represents the energy that is released during the different stages of fire. Fire intensity is measured in energy units (e.g., kW m\(^{-2}\)) released over a certain time interval along the fire front. Fire severity quantifies the above- and below-ground vegetal material that is consumed by fire. This term is helpful in describing burnt lands, where knowledge gaps exist regarding their fire intensity [7,13]. Further, the greatest proportion of heat released in fire is transferred to the air, whereas only a small share of it is transferred to the ground. Therefore, fire intensity is not considered a good indicator for changes in soil properties. The heat which reaches the ground surface is transferred into the soil profile through a combination of different processes, including radiation, conduction, convection, mass transport, vaporization, and condensation [14]. Burn severity relates to loss of organic matter in the soil and represents the degree of soil burning [15]. Ecosystem response includes burning-derived processes, such as soil erosion, vegetation modifications, and faunal changes [13]. Fire regime refers to the type of wildfires, their seasonality, and frequency [7].

Despite the general consensus regarding a global warming trend, e.g., [16,17], forecasting for future precipitation regimes is highly complex. Overall, it seems that future changes in precipitation are latitude- and region-dependent. It is generally agreed that precipitation will decrease throughout the low latitudes and sub-tropics [18], as well as in the world’s Mediterranean climatic regions [19]. The low-to-mid latitudinal drylands are forecasted to expand and become drier because of increased evaporation. This aridity is expected to cause mass mortality of vegetation, resulting in accelerated land degradation [18]. Specifically, dried vegetation coupled with low relative air humidity will increase the frequency and intensity of wildfires [5,8]. In turn, the wildfires release large quantities of greenhouse gases (GHGs) to the atmosphere, generating a positive feedback which accelerates global warming [20].

The objective of this study is to provide land managers with a general overview, by discussing and synthesizing the major impacts of wildfires in grasslands and shrublands, focusing on the main effects on vegetation, soil, and surface processes. Additionally, this study reviews the impact of livestock on the functioning of burnt lands, as well as the means for controlling wildfires and restoring of burnt lands. Although mesic regions are not omitted from this review, the focus is predominantly drylands.

2. Impacts of Wildfires on Vegetation

In the immediate and short term, wildfires remove or reduce aboveground vegetal biomass [21]. However, in the medium and long term, the effects of wildfires are more complex. For example, plants that are exposed to fire at different phenological stages are affected differently [22]. Among the phenological stages, the most relevant are the post-flowering to seed-ripening, seed dispersal, and germination. Regardless, the productivity of some perennial herbaceous plants is positively affected by fire, for example, due to the decreased competition for water and light. Also, greater net primary productivity is expected following the increased availability of nutrients in the burnt ecosystem. Particularly, plant-assimilated nitrogen becomes accessible for uptake by the regenerating vegetation after being released by the burning of biomass [7]. In a study conducted in the dry, sub-humid north of Israel, it was found that the impact of wildfires on vegetation cover ranged between neutral to a positive effect [23]. In Texas, USA, the impact of wildfires on species composition was reported to be moderate and short-term [24], whereas a considerable and longer-term effect included a decrease in species richness and the replacement of legume and grass species with other herbaceous species [23]. Yet, for the southwestern United States, prescribed patch burnings are widely accepted as a means for increasing plant species diversity [25]. Another possible impact, which is mostly relevant for legumes and other species with seeds covered by a hard coat, is the cracking of this coat by the fire, which accelerates their germination [7,26]. An additional important factor is the seasonality of burning. Spring burnings were reported to have a favorable effect on warm-season grasses over cool-season grasses [27], whereas fall burnings favor forbs over grasses [28]. Yet, contradictory effects were also reported [29].
Compared to other plant forms, perennial herbaceous vegetation is characterized as being highly tolerant to fire. In typical grassland wildfires, the underground rhizome buds of perennial herbaceous plants remain unharmed [7]. Therefore, restoration of grasslands is relatively fast. For example, following a grassland wildfire in Lithuania, it was reported that the perennial grass, *Anthoxanthum odoratum* L. (that dominates extensive lands across Eurasia), and the perennial herbaceous plant, *Leontodon autumnalis* L. (Moench) (a synonym of *Scorzoneroides autumnalis* L. (Moench), also widespread in Eurasia), recovered fully between 17 and 31 days after the fire [30]. Further, the dependence of some perennial herbaceous species on fire has been demonstrated. For instance, the growth of C4 species, such as the *Themeda triandra* Forssk, that is prevalent in Africa, Asia, and Australia, as well as the *Andropogon gerardi* Vitman that is widespread in Northern America, is suppressed in the absence of wildfires. If wildfires are absent for a decade or more, some of these species may disappear because of the thick layer of plant litter that shades the ground surface and suppresses rhizome buds [7]. Generally, it seems that the impact of wildfire on plant species diversity is context-dependent and may be either negative or positive [31].

One way or another, the fire-induced removal of litter and standing old or dead plant material, resulting in accelerated regrowth of vegetation, increasing the quantity and quality of forage [25]. This effect is particularly relevant for rangelands experiencing long-term overgrazing, leading to encroachment of unpalatable shrub and herbaceous vegetation species. This accords with Guevara et al. [32], who reported a considerable change in plant community composition in the Argentinian Mendoza plains, where fire converted a dense shrubland to a more favorably-balanced grazing land. In this case, the cover of palatable grasses and herbaceous forage biomass increased by a factor of three at the expense of woody vegetation. However, such an effect may be limited for shrub species with a vigorous regeneration capacity. For example, Papanastasis [33] reported for the phryganic rangelands of northern Greece—which are dominated by the dwarf shrub species *Sarcopoterium spinosum* L. Spach (that is also prevalent in extensive lands across the Mediterranean Basin)—a considerable reduction in cover following burning, but almost full regeneration within three years. Yet, the regeneration capacity of this species is considerably and negatively affected by the burning frequency. The season in which burning occurred, however, does not affect regrowth of this species [33].

In certain circumstances, wildfires might cause the secondary succession of climax vegetation. Specifically, such a process defines events in which an increase in intensity and frequency of fire encourages the dominance of pyrophytes, which are fire resistant species [34]. Perevolotsky et al. [35] distinguished between passive and active pyrophytes: the former includes species that are fire-resistant due to mechanisms such as hard coated-seeds or underground storage organs (geophytes), whereas the latter type includes species whose growth is accelerated by fire, for example, by increasing the rate of seed dispersal.

An increase in intensity or frequency of wildfires may elevate infestation by invasive plant species [34]. For instance, the fire-resistant *Lantana camara* L. (an invasive shrub species native to the American tropics) were reported to infest wildfire-prone lands in South Africa [7]. Generally, it has been suggested that wildfires encourage the spread of invasive species that have seeds with a hard coat, such as legumes. In Hungarian grasslands it was found that wildfires increased the germination rate of *Robinia pseudoacacia* L. (an invasive medium-sized hardwood deciduous tree, endemic to a few small areas of the United States), and the invasiveness of the *Solidago* genus (that includes tens of perennial herbaceous vegetation species of the Asteraceae family, of which most are native to North America) [31].

Regardless, fires have been reported to represent a major pathway of vegetal nitrogen loss in (ungrazed) grasslands and shrublands, resulting in a net reduction in nitrogen mineralization and availability. In turn, this affects the vegetation’s shoot-to-root ratio. For example, annual burning in a prairie ecosystem in Kansas, USA, has resulted in a 25% increase in root growth. This effect was attributed to a mechanism whereby plants compensate for nitrogen limitation imposed by the
fire, through increasing allocation of biomass to roots. In this ecosystem, roots’ C:N ratio under low-frequency burning was reported to be as low as 40, while under high-frequency burning it increased to 60. In spite of this, frequent burning in prairies was reported to increase the soil respiration, an effect that was attributed to the increased root biomass [36].

3. Impacts of Wildfires on Soil

Wildfires also affect soil properties. Increased water repellency (hydrophobicity) is among the most prominent impacts. This soil alteration is an outcome of the fire’s high temperature, which causes the vaporization of organic compounds that condense and wrap the soil particles, decreasing the adhesion between them and the water molecules [14,37,38]. Soil hydrophobicity is positively affected by the burn severity, as well as by the quantity and flammability of the soil organic matter [14]. The development of hydrophobicity is also related to the soil texture (primary particle size distribution). Overall, coarse-textured soils—where macro-aggregation processes are limited, and therefore, a large share of the organic matter is not enveloped within macro-aggregates—are the most prone to becoming water repellant. Because of water’s ability to transfer heat, hydrophobicity is positively affected by the soil-water content [39]. Grasslands and chaparral soils in California, USA, however, exhibited an opposite effect, where water repellency was negatively affected by the soil moisture content [40].

In addition to the soil’s absolute temperature, another important determinant of the fire’s effect is the temperature gradient throughout the soil profile; the greater this gradient, the more efficient the heat transfer to deeper layers, and the thicker the water repellent layer becomes. Also, hydrophobicity tends to increase with depth because the organic compounds’ vapors penetrate to deeper depths (where the temperature is lower) where they condense. Depending on the burn severity, the water repellent layer may develop at a depth ranging from a few millimeters to several centimeters below the ground surface [38,39]. Regardless, fire-induced soil-water repellency decreases over time [40]. Overall, it is apparent that in grasslands and shrublands—which are defined by relatively low-to-moderate burn severity [41]—the impact of wildfires on soil hydrophobicity is short term and does not constitute a considerable disturbance to these ecosystems [30].

An additional considerable impact of wildfires is on the content of organic carbon in soil, which often tends to decrease. However, other outcomes have also been observed. For example, in moderately burnt Sicilian grasslands, the soil organic carbon content was similar before and after the fire [42]. Further, a moderate burning in the Israeli semi-arid Negev was reported to increase the soil organic carbon content [41]. One way or another, a negative impact of fire on the soil organic carbon content causes a decrease in the soil’s aggregate stability [43], pore size, and total porosity. These changes in the soil structure might result in a decrease in water infiltration capacity and hydraulic conductivity [14]. Yet, as stated above, a relatively low-to-moderate burn severity that characterizes wildfires in grasslands and shrublands [30,41,42], is not expected to result in this chain of consequences.

Fires also impact the soil microbial biomass and activity [44]. A synthesis study of wildfire impact in different ecosystems assessed an average decrease of 30% in microbial abundance and of 47% in fungal abundance. Yet, this study reported that the microbial reactions to fire were site-dependent, and that decreases were observed for forests but not for grasslands [45]. Similar to other soil properties, this effect is attributed to the comparatively low severity of fires in grasslands [46].

The burning of soil organic carbon results in a decrease in cation exchange capacity, and therefore harms the physico-chemical quality of soil. Also, the soil nitrogen content might decrease following its volatilization. Yet, nitrification conditions improve post-fire, increasing the ecosystem’s nitrogen availability [25] and pools [21], explaining the increase in the soil total nitrogen content following a moderate-severity burn [41]. In north-east Spain it was reported that low-intensity prescribed burning caused an increase in the soil contents of nitrogen and phosphorus [47]. At the same time, a high frequency of fires might lead to the scarcity of nutrients in the ecosystem [7,47]. Fires also modify the soil pH, as seen by an increase in alkalinity [47]. This effect is caused by the destruction of soil organic
acids [21]. Ash accumulation on the ground contributes to the increase in soil alkalinity. Yet, this effect is much stronger for tropical forests than that of desert grasslands or shrublands.

Ash and charcoal that are formed by fire mix in the ground surface and change the soil color. Generally, due to incomplete burning, low-to-moderate burn severity creates black ash and charcoal, which darkens the soil [48], whereas high burn severity that produces white ash—an outcome of complete burning—brightens the soil [21]. These color changes impact the soil’s albedo and temperature [49]. In the event of black ash and charcoal, the increase in soil temperature might be advantageous for the germination of herbaceous vegetation in the early growing season, particularly in mid-to-high latitudinal grasslands and shrublands [50]. At the same time, the elevated soil temperature might increase the loss of water through evaporation [21], decreasing the availability of water for plant uptake. This may negatively impact net primary productivity (NPP), particularly in dry seasons [51] and in low- and mid- latitudes. In certain circumstances, fires might cause a reddish color in soils because of the transformation of iron oxides to hematite or maghemite [52].

4. Impacts of Wildfires on Surface Processes

During rainstorms, the decrease in aboveground biomass following fires allows for a higher raindrop splash impact, which detaches mineral material and makes it available for transportation, and simultaneously forms sealed mechanical crusts on the ground surface that increase water runoff [53]. Further, the reduced aboveground biomass accelerates water runoff, leading to increased water erosivity and detachment of soil particles by either rill or interrill erosion [54]. In addition to these processes, which also occur in non-burnt lands, the fire-induced hydrophobicity of soil is expected to further decrease water infiltrability and accelerate water overland flow and soil erosion [55]. Nevertheless, it seems that the hydrophobicity impact is lower than that of the decrease in aboveground biomass [56]. For instance, in a four-year study in Californian grasslands and chaparral, the effects of hydrophobicity on runoff and erosion were separately studied from those of aboveground biomass. It was reported that when combined with a steep hillslope incline, soil erosion was mainly determined by the reduction in aboveground biomass by wildfire. In hillslopes with complete absence of vegetation cover, the runoff rate and soil erosion were considerably greater than those in hillslopes with vegetation patches that survived the fire. At the same time, this study revealed that the importance of soil hydrophobicity for the generation of runoff and erosion was minor. This study also revealed that the transport of the largest share of sediments occurred during the first winter after the wildfire, and that this process took place despite the relatively low precipitations during that winter [40].

Another transport process which characterizes burnt lands is debris flow. In a study in the eastern highlands of Victoria, south-eastern Australia, it was found that the debris quantities in burnt forestlands were two to three orders of magnitude greater than those in non-burnt forestlands. Further, it was reported that burn severity is the strongest predictor for the degree of debris flow. This study also revealed that the hillslopes contributed 18–62% of the total debris [57]. Indeed, several studies stressed the importance of hillslope debris flow, and noted that this process might take place in hillslopes with different lithologies, as well as in hillslopes covered by different vegetation communities [57,58]. In another Australian study, it was found that this process forms paths on the hillslopes, and that its occurrence depends on the combination of certain conditions, including hillslopes of relatively sharp incline, moderate-to-high burn severity, and a considerable mass of gravel (2–64 mm stone size) and cobble (64–256 mm stone size). The paths are visually identified by the characterizing appearance of catenary lanes of 0.2–1.0 m width, with deposited stone levees on both sides of the lane. In cases where the hillslope debris flow is sufficiently intense, the combined shear strength of debris and concentrated runoff may form rills or gullies [58]. Because of the relatively high burn severity required for the occurrence of this hillslope process, it seems to be more common in forests [57,59] than in shrublands and grasslands. Yet, post-fire debris flow was also reported to be positively related with aridity [60]. Regardless, debris flow was found to be temporally-dependent, with the greatest occurrence during
the first winter following the fire, and an exponential decrease in probability from the second winter onward [61].

In addition to the ‘wet’ erosional processes, burnt lands are also characterized by another type of hillslope process—the gravitational transport of dry ravel—in which material from the hillslopes is transported to the foothills under dry conditions, i.e., without the involvement of water (meaning, transport is not related to either water overland flow or mass wasting/mass movement). This transportation process includes the downslope movement of particles by rolling, bouncing, and sliding, and mostly characterizes arid and semi-arid regions [62]. In chaparral ecosystems in southern California, it was found that wildfires increased the magnitude and extent of dry ravel, making it the predominant process in the transition zone between hillslopes and channels [63]. In another study of Californian grasslands and chaparral, it was revealed that dry ravel was the major transport process of material from the hillslopes to the channels during a fire and closely after it, as well as during the following months, and as long as the dry conditions lasted. Throughout this period, this process allowed the transport of materials in hillslopes with inclines which were gentler than the angle of repose that characterizes the mineral material across the region. Among the visual indications of dry ravel, the most prominent is the local deposition of mineral materials, in cone shapes, at the foothills [40]. It seems that these cones form where lanes on the hillslope’s surface allow the concentrated downslope transport of mineral materials, which are then deposited at the foothills [63].

Along with the alluvial and fluvial processes, the decrease in vegetation cover, coupled with the increase in near-surface wind velocity, strengthen the wind’s shear stress and raise the risk of wind erosion [64–66]. For example, in the sagebrush (Artemisia tridentata Nutt.) steppe of the Great Basin, western USA, it was found that wildfires increased wind erosion. In addition to soil, this process also depletes nutrients and organic materials from the ecosystem [66]. In a study of grasslands in Texas, it was reported that wind’s threshold velocity for detachment of materials from the ground surface increased from 10 m sec\(^{-1}\) immediately after the fire, to 19 m sec\(^{-1}\) three months later, during which the vegetation cover has recovered [64]. Further, in addition to the reduction in wind velocity, the vegetation shoots act as dust traps, increasing the deposition of minerals and nutrients in the ecosystem [65–68].

The relatively fast recovery of grasslands and shrublands vegetation, and particularly of perennial grasses [66], makes the magnitude of erosional processes rather moderate in these ecosystems [30]. For instance, in a study conducted in Arizona, USA, it was found that following wildfires, the magnitude of water overland flow and soil erosion was much higher in woodlands than that in grasslands [69]. Also, the moderation of erosional processes in grasslands and shrublands is related to the relatively low-to-moderate burn severity of wildfires that characterize them, with the resultant low hydrophobicity and small (if any) decrease in the soil’s organic carbon content and aggregate stability. Therefore, erodibility of burnt grasslands and shrublands is comparatively lower [70] than that of burnt woodlands or forests [43,71]. Yet, ash deposited on the ground surface causes it to clog and is prone to erosion by water [14] or wind, and therefore, might deplete resources from the ecosystem [41]. Nevertheless, the relatively low biomass characterizing such ecosystems does not allow fires to exceed low-to-moderate burn severity, and therefore, large quantities of ash are not produced [41,42,48]. A conceptual illustration of wildfire impacts on main surface processes is provided in Figure 2.
Figure 2. Conceptual illustration of the relative magnitude of the main surface processes under pre-fire and post-fire conditions. Notes: Under pre-fire conditions, well-functioning ecosystems allow the maximal on-site retention of resources. Therefore, wind erosion, water runoff, and water erosion, are low. Yet, the extent of these processes is negatively affected by NPP, and follows the trend of grasslands > shrublands > woodlands > forests. Under post-fire conditions, the reduction in aboveground biomass increases these processes. Yet, the fastest and slowest vegetation recovery in grasslands and forest vegetation, respectively (with the rate of shrublands and woodlands vegetation recovery being in between), dictate the extent of these processes. In addition, fires ‘bake’ the ground surface, making it water-repellent. Also, ash deposition causes the clogging of the ground surface. These two processes are positively affected by NPP, and therefore, are lowest in the grasslands, and highest in the forests. Hillslope debris flows do not occur in burnt grasslands, and at the same time, are maximal in burnt forests. The extent of dry ravel is similar to that of post-fire processes of wind erosion, water runoff, and water erosion, and is negatively affected by the rate of vegetation recovery.
5. Post-fire Ungulate Grazing

The burning of rangelands affects the activity and movement of both domesticated and wild ungulates. For example, in a semi-arid sagebrush steppe in Idaho, USA, it was found that cattle behavior changed considerably after prescribed fires, and that this behavior persisted even five years post-fire. These changes included increased foraging efficiency by the altered characteristics of cattle activity and movement. Specifically, the foraging paths in burnt rangelands, despite possibly being longer, become less tortuous, allowing the animals to spend more time foraging and less time traveling between vegetation patches [72]. This was explained by the decrease in competition imposed on herbaceous vegetation by woody plants, with the resultant increase in forage production shortly after the fire [73]. This accords with Pearson et al. [74], who reported for the semi-arid grasslands and sagebrush steppe of the Yellowstone National Park, in western USA, that elk (*Cervus elaphus*) and bison (*Bison bison*) tended to prefer grazing in post-burnt rangelands, because of greater forage availability than that in non-burnt lands. This is also in accordance with Hobbs and Spowart [75] who reported for the Front Range of Colorado, USA, that prescribed burning increased the protein concentration in winter diets of bighorn sheep (*Ovis Canadensis*) and mule deer (*Odocoileus hemionus*) feeding in grassland and mountain shrub communities. This effect was attributed to changes in diet selection by these ungulates, with preference towards grazing in the better-quality forage of burnt lands. Also, post-fire foraging efficiency is greater due to the higher nutrient content of herbaceous vegetation in the season subsequent to fire [76].

In turn, herbivory is expected to impact the vegetation community of the burnt rangelands. For example, it was reported that in semi-arid burnt rangelands in Utah, USA, heavy livestock grazing decreased the density of perennial grasses and increased weed cover [77]. In another study in a sagebrush steppe in Utah, it was shown that livestock grazing 12 to 18 years after a wildfire decreased the total vegetation cover and perennial grass cover, but increased the cover of cheatgrass (*Bromus tectorum* L., a highly invasive winter annual grass species) [78]. However, for the sagebrush of the Yellowstone’s Northern Range, it was reported that post-fire grazing by elk had no detrimental effect on graminoid forage re-growth [76]. Further, in a semi-arid northern mixed prairie in Montana, USA, it was found that up to 50% biomass removal by cattle grazing in the first growing season after wildfire did not reduce the rangeland productivity, nor shifted species composition in the subsequent year [79]. Similarly, in a northern mixed-grass prairie in South Dakota, USA, it was found that moderate cattle grazing in the first and second growing seasons after a wildfire did not decrease forage productivity. Yet, in terms of plant community composition, post-fire grazing slightly decreased the abundance of C3 grasses, while increasing the abundance of C4 grasses, with the resultant lower nutritional quality of pasture [80]. Overall, it seems that post-fire impacts of livestock or wild ungulates on vegetation are case-specific, and particularly dependent on the plant community, as well as on the grazing pressure and seasonality [81].

While the impact of post-fire grazing on vegetation has been extensively researched, studies on the effects of livestock or wild ungulates on soil properties of burnt rangelands are considerably less common [81]. A unique example is a study by Stritar et al. [82], who reported that in the western United States, elk introduced to burnt lands considerably decreased the pools of soil organic carbon, total nitrogen, and microbial nitrogen, as well as the activity of the carbon-acquiring extracellular enzyme (β-glucosidase). It was concluded that the reduced plant biomass by the browsing herbivores slowed down the ecosystem recovery after wildfires. Another example is a study in the semi-arid Israeli Negev, where the effects of livestock on some physical properties of soil were assessed in a site that has experienced low-to-moderate burn severity. The study was conducted one month after the fire outbreak, in a fallowed cropland that was covered by spontaneous herbaceous vegetation at the time of fire. The study design included plots of four stocking rates, including high, medium, low, and zero (control) stocking rates. Plots of the same design were also established in nearby non-burnt lands. It was found that the fire decreased the soil’s shear resistance by 70%. At the same time, the mass of detached material was similar in the burnt and non-burnt lands. Nevertheless, the detached material
mass in the burnt plots that experienced low, medium, and high stocking rates was threefold, eightfold, and ninefold greater, respectively, than those in the corresponding non-burnt plots that experienced the same stocking rates. Yet, the detachment of the uppermost soil layer by the hoof action negated the moderate hydrophobicity formed by the fire. It was concluded that due to a decrease in the soil’s shear resistance following the fire, the livestock hoof action in burnt lands detaches large quantities of mineral material from the ground surface [83]. These effects are illustratively summarized in Figure 3.

![Figure 3](image-url)  
**Figure 3.** Conceptual illustration of the impacts of stocking rate on detached material mass and soil-water repellency, under burnt and non-burnt lands. Notes: Livestock hoof action shears the uppermost soil layer, with the resultant detachment of mineral material. Elevated stocking rates increases this process. In fire-prone lands, the reduced aggregate stability of soil enables the acceleration of soil shearing and detachment. At the same time, the fire-derived water repellency of the uppermost soil layer is negated by the animal hoof action, which shears the ‘baked’ ground surface. Modified from Stavi et al. [83].

According to Stavi et al. [83], because of the high erodibility of the detached material by either water or wind, and in order to prevent land degradation, it is recommended to prevent livestock access to burnt lands shortly after the fire event. So far, however, among the topics reviewed and discussed in this study, the post-fire impact of livestock presence on soil properties, and particularly the soil quality and erodibility, is the least studied. At this stage, additional studies on that topic are unknown. Also, changes in the impact of livestock over time after the fire, are unknown.

6. Environmental Implications, and Recommendations for Land Managers

In addition to the onsite effects of wildfires discussed in the previous sections, wildfires pose considerable off-site impacts. Among these, modifications in the watershed hydrological regime is most prominent. Specifically, a generally adverse impact on the quality of surface- and ground-water sources has been extensively reported [84]. For example, many studies highlighted the potential
of forest wildfires to pollute rivers, lakes, and underground aquifers with sediments, nutrients, and trace elements [85,86]. Also, forest fires were reported to considerably increase concentrations of heavy metals in water sources [87]. Additional potential contaminants are the polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs), which are organic pollutants produced during combustion, and are known to be highly toxic for aquatic organisms, as well as for humans [88]. Yet, compared with forest fires, it is expected that the relatively lower magnitude of geomorphic processes in shrubland and grassland wildfires impose lesser risk of water source contamination.

Climatic changes, which include the drying of extensive lands around the world, might cause an increase in intensity and frequency of wildfires [18,89,90]. For instance, an analysis of historical records of rangeland wildfires in the western United States showed that dry conditions combined with high temperatures have led to an increase in the intensity and frequency of fires [91]. However, some models predict that a decrease in precipitation will reduce the NPP of grasslands and shrublands, and therefore, reduce the intensity and frequency of wildfires. At the same time, other models project that an increase in precipitation will cause a rise in the NPP of these ecosystems, resulting in greater intensity and frequency of fires [92]. Analyses of the above-mentioned historical records suggest that the highest risk of wildfires occurs when a rainy year, during which large quantities of fuel have accumulated, is followed by a drought year [91]. Certain models foresee that during the 21st century, the extent of wildfires will decrease in the lower latitudes, i.e., in the tropics and sub-tropics [92]. At the same time, analyses based on these models and the above-mentioned historical records predict that the intensity and severity of wildfires will increase in the middle latitudes, i.e., in the temperate regions [91,92]. Also, it was proposed that the interactions between wildfire regimes and secondary succession in plant communities of forests, shrublands, and grasslands is more affected by short-term droughts than by long-term climatic changes [91].

Grasslands and shrublands are considerable carbon sinks; therefore, they regulate the global carbon cycle [93]. Carbon dioxide (CO₂), which constitutes the main component of the gas emitted to the atmosphere in wildfires, is a well-known GHG, causing radiative forcing and global warming [20,94]. In the 1990s, the carbon emissions caused by savanna and forest wildfires around the world reached 1.7–4.1 Pg a year [7]. In addition to CO₂, wildfires also emit considerable amounts of methane (CH₄) [94]. The global warming potential of the latter is 21 to 28 times greater than that of CO₂ (21–28 CO₂ equivalent) [95]. Regardless, the rapid recovery of grasslands allows the fast replenishment of their carbon stocks [96], which regulate, to some extent, the atmospheric concentration of CO₂.

In addition to GHGs, wildfires release aerosols [20] which reduce the solar radiation that reaches Earth, and therefore may regulate the global warming trend [95]. It was estimated that wildfire-originated aerosols decrease solar radiation by 2 W m⁻², enabling global cooling by approximately 2 °C [7]. Therefore, there is an uncertainty regarding the absolute impact of wildfires on the global climate [95]. In addition to the direct impacts on global climate, wildfires also emit large quantities of pollutant gases, some of which are toxic, such as carbon monoxide (CO), ammonia (NH₃), nitrogen oxides (NOₓ) including nitric oxide (NO) and nitrogen dioxide (NO₂), and sulfur dioxide (SO₂) [94]. Further, the last three gases are among the main causes of acid rains [97]. Yet, compared to other ecosystems, the relatively small fuel loads that characterize grasslands and shrublands cause moderate emissions of GHGs, other (toxic) gases, and aerosols [98].

In terms of land management, an effective means for reducing wildfires is the establishment of gap strips, aimed at breaking the spatial connectivity of vegetal cover, negating the spread of fire from one land unit to another, and facilitating fire-fighting actions [7]. The gap strips must be routinely maintained to prevent their blurring, which results in reduced effectiveness over time [35]. Also, livestock grazing regulates the quantity and distribution of biomass, determining the availability of fuel. Therefore, the probability of wildfires in rangelands prone to moderate-to-high grazing pressures is lower [7]. Thereby, livestock grazing may be utilized as an effective management means for reducing fires [35]. For example, in a mixed grass-shrub rangeland in south-east Oregon, USA, it was found that winter grazing by cattle during the five years before a prescribed fire decreased the available fine
fuel and increased the moisture content of this material. A prescribed burning, designed to study the effects of livestock grazing on the ecosystem functioning, revealed that compared to non-grazed lands, the flame height, rate of fire spread, and size of the burnt area were all lower in the grazed lands. Also, in the grazing-prone lands, the fire intensity was lower, as expressed by lesser values of the fire’s maximal temperature and heat load. Thus, livestock grazing decreased the mortality risk of important herbaceous vegetation species. Further, it was proposed that winter grazing might regulate the aggravating effect of climatic change on wildfire frequency and intensity [90].

However, over the long run, one must prevent high grazing pressures that may cause secondary succession, in which woody vegetation invades and replaces grasses and other herbaceous vegetation [99]. In New Mexico, it was found that long-term livestock grazing led to the replacement of the predominant perennial grass species *Bouteloua eriopoda* Torr. by invasive shrub species, and particularly *Larrea tridentata* (DC.) Coville (creosote bush) and *Prosopis glandulosa* Torr. (honey mesquite, small to medium-sized, thorny shrub or tree in the legume family) [100]. A similar impact was recorded for central Mexico, where seven years of grazing exclusion resulted in a considerable decrease in cover of the dominant *L. tridentata* shrub species, with the corresponding increase in herbaceous vegetation cover [101]. The positive impact of livestock on shrub encroachment is attributed to the increase in spatial redistribution of water and soil resources that originate in the intershrub spaces and accumulate in the shrubby patches, allowing the increase in woody vegetation cover and overall ecosystem biomass [100]. The woody vegetation is characterized by a high carbon:nitrogen ratio, high fiber content, and high leaf-specific weight, all of which are less attractive for livestock. Thus, ecosystems characterized as having low values for livestock production are those that are more susceptible to wildfires [7]. Further, rangelands prone to high livestock pressures become more susceptible to erosional processes by either water or wind, with the resultant accelerated land degradation [102]. Therefore, rangelands should be constantly monitored and judiciously managed, aiming to achieve balanced grazing. A conceptual illustration of the impacts of livestock pressure on vegetation properties, with the resultant effects on wildfire regime and rangeland functioning, is presented in Figure 4.

In many countries, prescribed burning regimes encompass an integral part of rangeland management, and aim at preventing the encroachment of grasslands by woody plants [89,103], or sustaining species diversity of vegetation. Also, in some countries, prescribed burnings may be used to prevent wildfires by reducing large quantities of fuel, which might cause intense fires that would generate severe geo-ecological outcomes [7]. In such events, caution should be exercised to verify that the fire’s frequency and intensity do not exceed certain levels, which might prevent the replenishment of the ecosystem resources [47] or accelerate erosional processes. A specific type of prescribed burning is the patch burning practice, where sections of a landscape unit are purposely burnt on a shifting basis, creating a cyclic burning mosaic of habitats across the landscape. This practice decreases the amounts of standing biomass and litter, while promoting plants regrowth, and increasing vegetation species diversity. The fresh vegetation in these land units attracts livestock, causing preferential grazing of them [104]. Studies from Oklahoma, USA, showed that patch burning is beneficial for livestock production, reducing the need to provide the animals with supplementary protein-rich feed [25]. The patch burning system can also assist in controlling invasive plant species [22]. For example, in the south-western United States, this practice was reported to effectively control the invasion of *Juniperus virginiana* L. (a dense, slow-growing coniferous species, with a shrub or tree morphology) and *Lespedeza cuneate* (Dum.Cours.) G.Don (a perennial herbaceous species, with branching stems reaching a maximum height of 2 m). The size and spatial pattern of burnt patches should match the specific management goals. This practice is extensively utilized in southern and western United States, where it is usually conducted in ~three-year cycles, and eliminates the need for fencing or other expensive management practices [25].
Figure 4. Conceptual illustration of the relative characteristics of grasslands and shrublands. Notes: In grasslands dominated by herbaceous vegetation, aboveground biomass is maximal, but decreases with an increase in livestock pressure. The pasture quality of these lands is high. The increase in livestock pressure reduces the available fuel, and at the same time, increases the risk of erosion. In the event of wildfires, the increase in livestock pressure decreases the fire intensity and burn severity, and at the same time, increases the erosion risk. Under pre-fire conditions, the increase in livestock pressure allows the encroachment of woody vegetation, which is characterized by low quantity and quality of pasture. At the same time, the high quantities of aboveground biomass of these ecosystems provide high quantities of fuel, but this is moderately controlled by livestock pressure. The soil erosion risk of these ecosystems is rather low, but slightly increases with increasing livestock pressure. In the event of wildfires, fire intensity and burn severity are high, and slightly decrease with an increase in livestock pressure. The post-fire erosion risk is high, and increases with a rise in livestock pressure.

In any case, in burnt rangelands, soil erosion and land degradation risks are often high, necessitating passive or active means for allowing ecosystem recovery. The exclusion of livestock after fire is the most prominent passive means of recovery. Yet, there are very limited data evaluating the optimal time...
The length of time necessary for the plant communities and entire ecosystems to recover before allowing grazing depends on several interacting variables. Among these variables, the pre-fire state of geo-ecosystem, plant community, fire severity, resilience to disturbance, resistance to invasiveness, climatic conditions, and post-fire grazing regime are the most important. Overall, there is a general consensus on grazing exclusion during the first growing season following fire. However, grazing impacts during the second year after fire are less clear. One way or another, in the United States, federal recommendations for post-fire management of rangelands includes grazing exclusion for two growing seasons after fire to allow for self-recovery processes [81].

Nevertheless, in severely degraded burnt rangelands, the exclusion of livestock might not suffice, necessitating active restoration practices. Implementing such practices should be carried out very cautiously in order to prevent degradation processes. Also, it is preferable to conduct these active practices in small land units, rather than in extensive areas. Generally, the ground surface should not be disturbed. Nevertheless, in certain cases, the use of minimum-till drills for the seeding of native, introduced, or cultured herbaceous vegetation might be considered. Despite increasing the risk of soil erosion in the immediate to short run, this management practice might support the development of annual and perennial vegetation for the mid- to long-term. In such events, species with relatively large seeds (that are less prone to transport by water or wind), and those that rapidly germinate and develop, particularly under harsh conditions, are preferable. At the same time, intensive tillage should be avoided, as well as the use of heavy machinery [66]. One way or another, any restorative intervention should be closely monitored and its benefits and risks should be carefully assessed.

7. Conclusions

Wildfires are widespread in grasslands and shrublands of the world. Overall, it seems that the biotic and physical effects of fires are not necessarily detrimental. Instead, wildfire impacts are site-specific and context-dependent. Further, in addition to the prevailing pre-fire physical and biotic conditions, the timing (i.e., seasonality) of fire is an important factor in determining its impacts. Therefore, controversies exist regarding some of the impacts of fire on vegetation community, soil properties, and surface processes, as well as regarding the effects of post-fire grazing on rangeland functioning. Concordantly, selecting best practices for pre- and post-fire management of rangelands are highly varied. This study, however, does not aspire to cover all the possible impacts of wildfires in grasslands and shrublands, nor to discuss all the relevant implications. Instead, this study aims at providing land managers with a general overview, by pointing out the major effects of fires and their main consequences. Overall, this review study reveals three broad conclusions. The first is that the mid- and long-term impact of wildfires on vegetation community is dominated by secondary succession and species invasion. The magnitude of these impacts is dependent on the prevailing physical and biotic conditions, and on the fire frequency and regime. The second general conclusion is that because of the relatively limited fuel availability in grasslands and shrublands, fire intensity is comparatively low, and therefore, the severity of impacts on soil properties and surface processes is relatively moderate. Yet, depending on their physical properties, such as extremely steep terrains or highly erodible soils, post-fire erosion risk of grasslands and shrublands may be high. The third general conclusion is that the relatively low-to-moderate impact of livestock on functioning of burnt rangelands is relevant if grazing is prevented or limited shortly after the wildfire. Because of the possible adverse effect on the soil structural stability, access of livestock to rangelands shortly after the wildfire might accelerate the shear and detachment of mineral materials from the ground surface. In such events, the detached material becomes vulnerable to erosion, harming the geo-ecosystem functioning, and accelerating land degradation. Yet, it is currently unknown how the impact of livestock changes over time after wildfires. The foreseen increase in frequency of droughts, and the expected higher probability of wildfires in grasslands and shrublands, emphasizes the need for additional research on this topic.
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